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Introduction
Object of the present work will be the review of the work, the 

state of the art and future research horizons on the warfare in the 
Bronze Age in the parts of Europe not affected by State-owned 
societies such as the Aegean civilizations: these include all the 
European regions that between the end of the third millennium 
and the first quarter of the first millennium BC know a chiefdom 
societies and that Jaques Briard has defined “barbaric Europe” 
(1976).

Violence and warfare in the pre and protohistoric societies 
are topics dealt with over several decades and under various 
perspectives. A first approach on prehistoric war had been by 
Childe [1] in which we doubt the peaceful nature of primitive 
populations and the war as a factor linked to the most advanced 
societies. But the beginning of what will be the great debate on 
the nature of the prehistoric war, or ritual or real, coincides with 
the first two real works focused on the violence in prehistoric 
society, by is theory by Clastres [2] who denied the real violence 
in the prehistoric societies, as Leroi Gourán [3], where hunting 
violence was linked to violence of the war, and the reply to tinted 
out by Lehoerff [4]. Also in 60’s appears the first paper on war in 
European prehistoric societies [5].

 In the general topic on war in the prehistory, we will quote 
only main works after Keeley [6] which created a break with the 
‘70s and’ 80s, combining archeology and anthropology beyond 
the Neolithic to the Bronze Age and combine archaeological data  
with paleopathology in the theme of the prehistoric warfare:  

 
so, Gulaine & Zammit [7] which extend the investigation, 
iconography in rock art and cultural anthropology; Haas [8] 
analyze the connection between warfare and social evolution; 
Parker Pearson & Thorpe [9], who coordinated multidisciplinary 
work on violence and the warfare between early prehistory 
and protostory under archaeological, primatological, 
paleodemographic and paleopathological aspects; Otto, Thrane 
& Vandkilde [10] which in a general and multidisciplinary 
analysis of the relationship between the warfare and the human 
society, gives a certain space to the pre and protohistoric period; 
Ralph [11] which together with other authors makes a panorama 
of the archaeological traces of violence from prehistory to 
medieval age; Fry (2013), who together with other authors 
takes into account the violent or peaceful nature of mankind in 
an evolutionary context; Hallen & Jones [12] who examine with 
other authors the origin of violence in mankind by analyzing the 
communities of today’s hunter-gatherers, and Vander worker 
& Wilson [13] who in a work with other authors deal with the 
theme of the relationship between the archeology of warfare and 
of food in daily, cultural, ritual and technical aspects but only in 
anthropological data on today traditional societies. 

Specifically on the warfare in Bronze Age Europe, a vision 
will be made on studies concerning in particular the weapons, 
the defensive architectures, the warrior figure and the social 
aspects and all that it composes the “warfare”, on data and 
related theories.
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Warfare in European Bronze Age a State of Question
Until 2000’s, papers, books and other works have mainly 

dealt about experimental archaeology on Bronze Age weapons 
[14-16]; inventory, distribution and chronology of Bronze Ages 
weapons [17-25]. There is an immediate interest for the Bronze 
Age weapons in the UK for several volumes of the monumental 
series “Prahistorische Bronzefunde” [26], for the volumes 
belonging tothe “Typologie des objects de l’ Âge du Bronze en 
France” [27], as well as for other single works [28] on circulation 
and development of the weapons [29-32] on regional context 
[33,34]: work by Osgood didn’t have much information on the 
use of weapons and has been criticized for a too enthusiastic 
interpretation in start of the British hill forts and some 
inconsistencies in interpretation of the Early Bronze Age social 
aspect of warfare [35] ( l’ultimo period non si capisce). Other 
works have been or in specific chapters on Bronze Age within 
works about more general chronologies or trans-chronological 
topics (anche qui non si capisce il period) [36-39], or within 
archaeometric studies dedicated to weapon technique [40-47], or 
in function analysis [48,49] or in a interpretative use of weapons 
[50-52], or in symbolism of the weapons or of the warrior [53], 
or, though the context of a more general chronological context, in 
social and cultural dimension of violent acts [54]. In the late 90’s 
the warfare in prehistory was defined a “young and brave field” 
[55]. An important initial work on that “young and brave field” 
is the one by Osgood, Monks and Toms [56] where for the first 
time the problem of warfare in “barbaric Europe” Bronze Age 
has been dealt with in a work entirely dedicated to it. , above all 
in the theoretic issues: what was the warfare in the Bronze Age 
like? How was the fighting mode and for what purposes were the 
fortified structures built?

After 2000’s works on warfare in Bronze Age they seem more 
systematic. An initial work by Vandkilde [57] draws attention 
to a more rational study of war, especially during the Bronze 
Age, which breaks away from the two paradigms which have 
perhaps misinterpreted this aspect during the XX century: the 
excessive pacifism of prehistoric people and the “celebration” 
of the war along the millennia. On the one hand, not exclusively 
dedicated to the warfare, the work by Kristiansen & Larsson [58] 
illustrates the iconography, the heroic idealization of warriors 
and transmission of power symbols related to weapons and 
their use as a sign of emerging dominant classes and cultural 
identity, in the context on ideology and social role of warrior in 
the Bronze Age and its implication in the hierarchization of the 
society. 

In one of the first works that can be defined as “global” on 
the prehistoric warfare, since they include more disciplines 
and cover all prehistory in most parts of the world, warfare 
during the Bronze Age are examined from the point of view of 
the beginning of warfare in specific cases of Slovakia [59] and 
of western Iberia [60] in a regional context and its link with 
the economy and social prestige, demonstrating that warfare 
in Bronze Age in two different parts of Europe is never isolated 

from social dynamics, again from the point of view of the study 
of raiding warrior graves [61], or from the point of view of the 
interpretation of the increase in weaponry that can be related 
not with the increase of the conflict but with ideological need of 
status symbol by elites [62]. 

In reverse, in a previous work, Kristiansenn [63] 
demonstrates, after technical analysis on swords, that the 
weapons are effectively produced and used to fight. The first 
work ever dedicated exclusively to Bronze Age warfare in 
Europe, excluding the Aegean area, by Harding [64] describes 
the development of weapons, defensive systems and the impact 
of war on the non-warlike population in the Bronze Age in 
Europe, focusing all the contexts that can give data on the war: 
he consider warfare to be very local and delimited , carried out 
by small warriors groups (few dozen) and defines the warfare as 
“the organized conflict between two peoples or groups with the 
purposeful intention of inflicting harm”, which seems to be the 
most accepted definition for the warfare in the Bronze Age [65]. 

On the other hand they appear to reproduce the old 
utilitarian approach more refined and multidisciplinary, like the 
work coordinated by Uckelmann & Moedlinger [66], which can 
be considered the main and more recent work on use and on 
the technological development of the weapons along the Bronze 
Age, covering several parts of Europe. Bronze Age warfare is 
also entered into national works about the military history 
[67], witch, that while dedicating a brief chapter on the military 
history of Spain, brings out the warfare in III- II millennium BC. 
from anonymity also in historical discipline. A work edited by 
Jaeger, Czbreszuk & Fischl [68] traces an overview of the fortified 
settlements along the Bronze Age and its connection to regional 
and interregional trade networks, but taking in account only 
the central Europe and Baltic regions interested by the amber 
network. In a work exclusively dedicated to a regional analysis 
of the prehistoric warfare [69], Bronze Age covers an important 
part, divided in two shares (Bell Beaker/ Early Bronze Age and 
Later Bronze Age) and interpretations are discussed about the 
cause of the destruction with the fire of some Bell Beaker/ Early 
Bronze Ages palisades (by attackers or for ritual), the early 
presence of swords and shields in Ireland and Great Britain and 
the percolation of territory and consequent violent competition 
between human groups in Late Bronze Age. In a short work 
analyzing the weapons of Baltic area, above all of Bronze Age, 
Horn [70] stresses that the technical study of weapons as a main 
point to distinguish the warfare from other forms of violence, 
and emphasizes the importance of the psychological habitués 
of the fighters and of the adaptation to this of the shape of the 
weapons.

 The work by Thorp [71] in the most recent companion 
on European Bronze Age [72], the four main categories used 
by research on the Bronze Age warfare are defined (weapons, 
art, fortifications and skeletal analysis of injuries), with 
some important indications, like: daggers cannot properly be 
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considered weapons, difficult to find in the material culture all 
the exact parallels of the weapons represented in the art, need 
to identify well the fires and deaths really caused by an attack in 
the fortified sites and, in the skeletal analysis, Thorp identifies 
different pieces of evidence of death or injuries in combat both 
at fortified sites and in burials or on battlefields; furthermore 
Thorp highlights the problem of the discrepancy of findings 
(weapons, fortifications, art and skeletons) in the various 
regions of Europe which may prevent a reliable identification of 
the warfare. 

Other regional study by Molloy shows a case study on 
Ireland, which, according to the author, can also be extended to 
the rest of Europe: favoring direct study on weapons (daggers, 
halberds and axes to Early Bronze Age; swords, spears and 
shield to Middle Bronze Age and Late Bronze Age) Molloy 
highlights both-melee combat both distance combat along all the 
Bronze Age, with particular importance of the invention of the 
swords and shields since Middle Bronze Age, assuming a close 
link between the personal characteristics of the warrior and the 
manufacturing technology of the weapons. Again Bronze Age 
in Ireland is the focus of another work [73] where the authors 
analyze the fortified settlements and the warfare in a time span 
covering the Middle and Late Bronze Age: here the authors 
sees in Ireland but also in the main part of western Europe the 
true warfare and the rise of the chiefdom polities active in the 
consolidation of large regional territories. 

In a recent PhD thesis Lineen [65] in the context of an 
analysis of the territorial distribution of weapons in Bronze Age 
Ireland, carries outan interesting overview, resulting from an 
accurate bibliographic survey, about, among other things, the 
chronology of appearance and development of all weapons types 
in Europe during the Bronze Age, and the limits, in great detail, 
of the analysis of traumas in the bones of the skeletons, which 
remains essential anyway in the study of warfare.

Coming back to the monumental PBF, a very recent balance 
of 50 years of the project shows among others a recent view 
about some issue on the Bronze Age weapons; inside that 
work, a contribution by Peter Rocher [74] summarizes some 
more recently shared aspects of the Bronze Age warfare: two 
types of fight action, namely the feud and the real war with its 
consequent tactical and social manifestations, the revolutionary 
role of the invention of the sword in the Middle Bronze Age as the 
first real object conceived and realized only for the war (sword), 
the dichotomy between shape and function of the swords with 
a strong symbolic load for many of them, the introduction of 
protective weapons like armor only from Late Bronze Age to 
Central Europe (Urnefield), the origin of combat information 
is hypothesized to counter the people on horseback in Central 
Europe may be in Late Bronze Age; Peter- Rocher shows also 
that for the end of the Bronze Age (Hallstatt B3), the combat 
tactics for Heunischenburg are documented where it seems 
that before throwing weapons (arrows) were used and then 

the melee began, the real war is believed to have begun with 
combat training and its social implications and the study of the 
wounds in the bone remains and the wear and tear of weapons is 
essential in order not to misunderstand true combat or rituality. 

The last fundamental work [75] brings together the 
contributions discussed at an international conference carried 
out at Gothemburg and analyze the connection between warfare 
and all the Bronze Age manifestation of social interaction or the 
various uses of weapons (practical and ritual) and all the aspects 
of identity of warrior. According to the authors, Bronze Age 
look a warfare as institutionalized and professionalized, with a 
construction of a hero- warrior and heroic- warfare. 

Some remarks on today vision of the Bronze Age 
warfare in the “barbaric” Europe 

In the light of the information currently available on material 
attestations (material culture, contexts, and human remains), 
by virtue of some acceptable data that emerged from other 
human sciences (anthropology, ethnography, psychology), and 
following the development, refutation and global acceptance of 
the formulated theories, the certain and commonly acceptable 
vision of the Bronze Age warfare in barbaric Europe are in some 
aspects well defined. It is now clear that the fight is generated 
by needs related to the social structure the need to defend or 
take control over interchange networks, the need, by elites, to 
manifest their power giving also the certainty of their ability 
to defend them to their communities, the need of a social 
group - in many cases coinciding with a professional group- to 
exercise its activity. In this series of “needs” that link the fight 
to a social “being”, two aspects can be glimpsed: to one hand it 
can be plausible, in our opinion, to include in the word “warfare” 
the combat done for economic reasons in a coordinated way 
by groups composed by more of dozen of warriors (true war), 
the combat made for other reasons (feud) by a few warriors 
in an unorganized way, and the combat made not for apparent 
practical reasons (often called ritual); this last aspect can also 
include individual struggles for pure training purpose. And why 
include these three aspects in the word? 

For the simple fact that this term can mean the technique of 
fighting, with all the premises that the early Greek word τέχνη 
imply (know-how, and so experiment, practice, training, passing 
on of notions). On the other hand Bronze Age it is an era of radical 
emergence of the elites and of revolutionary technological 
discoveries (we refer to the bronze technologies): this makes 
the Bronze Age an exceptional age for the development and 
consolidation of the warfare, in the light of the close link 
between these and the social dimension and the technological 
aspects. According to Thorp & Lineen [65,71] pieces of evidence 
of warfare in European Bronze Age are four: weapons/armour, 
fortifications, skeletal trauma and iconography, though Harding 
& Haas [64] includes, respectively, also the social organization 
for one hand and, to prehistoric societies in general, the burial 
contexts and the site markers for other hand. 
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Specifically on the war technique, and not its symbolism or 
social role, starting from these pieces of evidence it has been 
possible to progress a lot in the last 15 years to understand 
that, among other things: swords are the first objects irrefutably 
produced for the one purpose of use in fighting, according to 
studies by Kristiansen & Molloy [63]; several walled settlements 
in different parts of Europe are really attacked [71] and that 
demonstrate that talking about “defended sites” is pertinent 
also to the Bronze Age in “barbaric” Europe; also it has been 
demonstrated that the technique of weapons production, above 
all the swords, knows refined and timely solutions during 
Middle and Late Bronze Age; finally a recent and amazing find 
of the Late Bronze Age “battlefield” of Tollense Valley [76] which 
gave us a fairly precise view of a clash of the Late Bronze Age: 
according to estimates, some thousand of warriors, who already 
fought perhaps other battles, fight with arrow points in flint and 
in bronze, bronze spears in melee, daggers, swords and wooden 
clubs, fighting so in distance and close combat perhaps with the 
first documented archers on horseback.

Perspectives
Relatively several problems and doubts need to be clarified. 

As far as weapons are concerned, they need work focused on 
the real use of the swords: if on one hand some scholars think 
that swords have been hardly used in the slashing role, but 
more likely to thrusting, on the other hand the shapes of several 
swords make think to a effective weapons both in slashing, 
both in thrusting; and others, as Molloy are inclined more for 
the thrusting attack, not excluding that slashing, depending on 
the type of sword and on the correct choice of use in combat. 
So, several study remain to be done in use of weapons, above all 
in creating continental overview: many works have been done, 
especially in the last 15 years, but that only concern weapons of 
specifically region or macro region (Scandinavia, Ireland, Great 
Britain). As remark Thorp [71] the four pieces of evidence on 
warfare to the Bronze Age (weapons/armors, fortifications, 
skeletal trauma and iconography) are spread and known 
unevenly across the regions: it is necessary to understand if 
it is based on real data or due to particular circumstances, for 
example to the weapons caused by the activity of the rubbers. 
Again, according to Molloy [77] is mandatory to have a line of 
study in the combined use of weapons in combat.

The study of wounds in the bone remains and the wear and 
tear of arms are surrounded by a lot of misunderstandings. : 
many mortal wounds, perhaps due to real combat and not ritual, 
may not be visible in the bones because they affect soft tissues 
that have not been preserved, according also to Walker [78] and 
Lineen [65]. The fact that defense weapons, such as armor and 
helmets, only appear from the Late Bronze Age, does not mean 
that for the previous periods they were absent: they could very 
well have been made with perishable materials, such as hardened 
leather, and have not been preserved: moreover, they are less 
protective, but much lighter and more comfortable in combat 

and perhaps not completely absent even in the Late Bronze Age 
for most warriors: this therefore does not completely rule out 
melee combat even before Late Bronze Age (also taking into 
account the wound factor in soft tissues as cited above).

The evident link between social structure and combat level 
(more or less close to a true war) should serve to better reconsider 
some rigid hypotheses that see the real war begin only at the end 
of Bronze Age: if it is true that this starts with a type of structured 
society probably closer to the complex chiefdom, it is necessary 
to consider that evidence such as the fortified citadels of the 
Iberian south-west, or the megalithic funerary phenomenon, or 
some complex set graves, already imply some simple chiefdom 
structures from the Middle and Recent Neolithic in many parts 
of Europe; it is unlikely that the social structure has not been 
further complexes until Late Bronze Age, and therefore it would 
be opportune not to exclude a priori the manifestation of true 
wars at least during the Middle Bronze Age when swords appear. 
Also considering that the presence of special weapons could be 
not the prerequisite, but the consequence of the warfare [79]. By 
linking to this theme, it is clear that the warfare it is something 
not only symbolic in the Bronze Age: it is evident that it has a 
symbolic component, but like all symbolic things it is a practice, 
before becoming such. And if anyone still has some doubts about 
it, the example of the Tollense valley it’s more than clear. 

Finally, in the desirable interdisciplinary work involving 
both natural sciences, like biology and medicine on the study of 
injuries and chemistry in the study of weapons, and involving 
other human sciences as anthropology, ethnography and 
sociology, it is important to expand the collaboration to others 
human sciences as psychology [80] and polemology [81], in 
the perspective that the human mind in a situation of violence 
and combat has behaviors that, although varying from person 
to person and from epoch to epoch, still maintains some 
ancestral characteristics and always induces certain behaviors 
of circumstance. That can be an immaterial, but scientific and 
useful, help to research in the material evidences [82,83].
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